
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT: BIODIVERSITY ACT, 2004
(ACT NO. 10 OF 2004)

PUBLICATION OF LISTS OF SPECIES THAT ARE THREATENED OR PROTECTED, ACTIVITIES THAT ARE
PROHIBITED AND EXEMPTION FROM RESTRICTION

I, Bomo Edith Edna Molewa, Minister of Water and Environmental Affairs, hereby give notice of my intention, under
sections 56(1), 57(2) and 57(4)(a) read with section 63 and 100 of the National Environmental Management:
Biodiversity Act, 2004 (Act No. 10 of 2004), to publish lists of species that are threatened or in need of protection and
activities that are prohibited; and to exempt persons from the restriction contemplated in section 57(1) set out in the
Schedule hereto.

Members of the public are invited to submit to the Minister, within 60 (sixty) days after the publication of the notice in
the Gazette, written comments or inputs to the following addresses:
By post to: The Director-General:

Department of Environmental Affairs
Attention: Ms Magdel Boshoff
Private Bag X 447
Pretoria

0001

By hand at: 2nd Floor (Reception), Fedsure Forum Building, 315 Pretorius Street, Pretoria, 0001.

By e-mail: mboshoffenvironment.qov.za or by fax to: (012) 320 7026.

Comments received after the closing date may not be considered.

BOMO EDI NA OLEWA
MINISTER OF WATER AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
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SCHEDULE

1. Definitions

In this Schedule and Appendix, unless the context indicates otherwise, a word or expression, to which a meaning has

been assigned in National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, 2004 (Act No. 10 of 2004), has the same

meaning, and-

"angling" means the catching of specimens of threatened or protected fish species in an aquatic system by means

of a line and hook, whether or not any rod, bait or lure is used, or by means of a set line, and includes any such

attempt or assistance;

"artificially propagated" means a listed threatened or protected plant species that is grown under controlled

conditions; grown from seeds, cuttings, divisions, callus tissues or other plant tissues, spores or other propagules

derived from cultivated parental stocks;

"attract" means to feed, chum or bait, or to use any other means, method or device to lure or attract a live specimen

of a listed threatened or protected marine species;

"Biodiversity Act" means the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, 2004 (Act No. 10 of 2004);

"boat-based whale and dolphin watching" means approaching whales and dolphins closer than 300 meters from a

boat-based whale and dolphin watching vessel for commercial purposes;

"captive breeding facility" means a facility where a specimen of a listed threatened or protected animal species is

bred in a controlled environment for conservation or commercial purposes;

"catch or capture" means to employ any means, method or device to gain control over, or to secure possession of,

a specimen of a listed threatened or protected species, irrespective of whether such control or possession is intended

to be temporary or permanent, and irrespective of whether such control or possession is with the intent to kill such

specimen or not, but excludes angling;

"chum" means to attract a listed threatened or protected marine species by any means;
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"commercial exhibition facility" means a facility, including but not limited to, a circus, zoological garden, aquarium

and travelling exhibition, that keeps specimens of listed threatened or protected species for display or performance

purposes, or for the purpose of facilitating interaction between humans and live specimens of such listed species;

"conservation purposes" means the purpose of carrying out the restricted activities is primarily aimed at ensuring

the survival of the species in the wild in accordance with an approved conservation strategy, research program or a

Biodiversity Management Plan, and may include the collection of specimens to establish re-introduction programs;

"controlled environment" means an enclosure designed to hold specimens of a listed threatened or protected

species in a way that-

(a) prevents them from escaping;

(b) facilitates intensive human intervention or manipulation in the form of the provision of-

(i) food or water, or both;

(ii) artificial housing; or

(iii) health care; and

(c) may facilitate the intensive breeding or propagation of a listed threatened or protected species,

but excludes fenced land on which self-sustaining wildlife populations of that species are managed in an extensive

wildlife system;

"educational display" means the intention of the display is to educate, to instruct or to inform;

"enforcement purposes" means the purpose of carrying out the restricted activities is aimed at the process of

enforcing the legal requirements of the Biodiversity Act and may include the confiscation, possession and movement

of specimens by enforcement officials;

"extensive wildlife system" means a natural environment, irrespective of whether it is adequately enclosed or not,

that is suitable and of sufficient size for the management of self-sustaining populations of listed threatened or

protected species, where no or minimal human intervention is required in the form of-

(a) the provision of water;

(b) the supplementation of food, except in times of drought;

(c) the control of parasites; or

(d) the provision of health care;
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"feed" means to supply food or other objects which will be perceived as food by listed threatened or protected

marine species;

"finished products" means completely manufactured or processed goods or derivatives;

"game farm" means an extensive wildlife system on which specimens of a listed threatened or protected species

occur;

"habitat destruction" means the alteration or modification of the habitat of a listed critically endangered species in

any way, to the extent that specimens of such species are no longer capable of surviving in the altered or modified

habitat;

"scientific institution" means-

(a) an organ of state or non-governmental institution involved in research;

(b) a research unit of a tertiary institution; or

(c) a herbarium, museum or any other institution where specimens of a listed threatened or protected species

are kept or used for research, scientific information or identification purposes;

"scientific purposes" means the purpose is directed towards the practice of science and includes research;

"stranding" means the running aground of listed threatened or protected marine species;

"temporary holding facility" means a facility equipped for the temporary keeping of live specimens of a listed

threatened or protected species for-

(a) rehabilitation purposes relating to the treatment and recovery of sick or injured specimens;

(b) rearing purposes, in the case of young orphaned specimens;

(c) quarantine purposes; or

(d) translocation purposes;

with the overall intent to release;
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"translocation" means the process of capturing a specimen of a listed threatened or protected animal species at a

particular location, the conveying or transporting of such specimen and the release of the specimen in another

location;

"white shark cage diving" means the attraction of a white shark by means of chumming, in order to observe a free-

swimming white shark from within a protective cage submerged from a vessel or viewing such white shark from a

vessel, for commercial purposes;

"wildlife translocator" means a person who translocates live specimens of listed threatened or protected animal

species for commercial purposes on behalf of another person, and may include the purchasing, selling or temporary

possession of such live specimens;

"wild specimen" means a specimen that is living, growing and multiplying in natural conditions, with or without

human intervention.

2. List of species that are threatened and in need of national protection

Column 1 in the Appendix contains the critically endangered, endangered, vulnerable and protected species listed in

terms of section 56(1) of the Biodiversity Act.

3. Restricted Activities involving listed threatened or protected species

(a) The restricted activities in Column 2 in the Appendix are prohibited in terms of section 57(2) of the

Biodiversity Act to the extent indicated therein; and

(b) The restricted activities in Column 4 in the Appendix require a permit in terms of section 57(1) of the

Biodiversity Act.

4. Exemptions

All persons are exempted in terms of section 57(4) of the Biodiversity Act from the restriction contained in section

57(1) of the Biodiversity Act insofar the restriction relates to the restricted activities in Column 3 in the Appendix.
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APPENDIX

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

INVERTEBRATA (INVERTEBRATES)

Alaena

margaritacea
Wolkberg Zulu

Butterfly
Hunting, catching, capturing
or killing by any means,
method or device

whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt,
catch, capture or kill any
such specimen, except for

Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or

device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring

with intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen for conservation
purposes;

Gathering and collecting for
conservation purposes;

Picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying for
conservation purposes;

Importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control over
specimen;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocation;

selling or otherwise trading in,

bbuying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of.

Ceratogyrus

paulseni
Paulsen's
Horned

Baboon Spider

Chrysoritis dicksoni Dickson's

Strandveld
Copper
Butterfly

conservation purposes;

Gathering and collecting,
except for conservation

Chrysoritis thysbe
schloszae

Schlosz's Opal
Butterfly

Colophon barnardi Barnard's

Cape Stag
Beetle

purposes;

Picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation

Colophon

berrisfordi
Berrisford's

Cape Stag
Beetle purposes;

Habitat destruction.Colophon

endroedyi
Endrody-

Younga's
Cape Stag
Beetle

Colophon kawaii Kawai's Cape
Stag Beetle

Colophon

montisatris
Swartberg
Cape Stag
Beetle

Colophon oweni Owen's Cape
Stag Beetle

Colophon thunbergi Thunberg's

Cape Stag
Beetle

Colophon

westwoodi
Westwood's
Cape Stag
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Beetle

Doratogonus major Major Black
Millipede

Erikssonia edgei Waterberg
Copper
Butterfly

Gulella puzeyi Puzeyi's

Hunter Snail

Gulella salpinx Trumpet-
mouthed

Hunter Snail

Natalina beyrichi Pondoland

Cannibal Snail

Opisthopatus
roseus

Pink

Velvetworm

Opistophthalmus
ater

Steinkopf
Burrowing

Scorpion

Opistophthalmus
fuscipes

Dark-legged
Burrowing

Scorpion

Orachrysops niobe Brenton Blue
Butterfly

Peripatopsis
leonine

Lion's Hill
Velvetworm

Proischnura
polychromatica

Mauve Bluet
Damselfly

Stygionympha
dicksoni

Dickson's
Brown

Butterfly

Thestor
brachycerus
brachycerus

Knysna Skolly
Butterfly

Trachycystis
clifdeni

Dlinza Forest
Pinwheel Snail
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Trachycystis
placenta

Nkandla

Forest
Pinwheel Snail

Trimenia malagrida
malagrida

Scarce

Mountain

Copper
Butterfly

Trimenia
wallengrenii

wallengrenii

Wallengren's
Silver-spotted

Copper
Butterfly

PISCES (FISHES)

Barbus erubescens Twee River
redfin

Hunting, catching, capturing
or killing by any means,
method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt,
catch, capture or kill any

such specimen, except for

All restricted activities involving
dead specimens.

Importing into the Republic; or

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the

Republic;

hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or
device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring

with intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen for conservation
purposes;

angling;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply, for
conservation purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control over
specimens for educational

display or conservation
purposes;

Selling, trading, buying,
receiving, giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in any way

Pseudobarbus
quathlambae

Maloti redfin

conservation purposes;

Conveying, moving,
translocation live specimens
outside, or across natural
range;

Selling, trading, buying,
receiving, giving, donating or

accepting as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or disposing of
live specimens outside

natural ranges;

Possession, except for

conservation purposes and
educational display;

Habitat destruction.
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

acquiring or disposing of in

natural range.

AMPHIBIA (AMPHIBIANS)

Arthroleptella
rugosa

Rough Moss
Frog

Habitat destruction. Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or
device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring

with intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off, damaging
or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of.

Heleophryne rosei Table

Mountain

Ghost Frog

Hyperolius
pickersgilli

Pickersgill's

Reed Frog

Microbatrachella
capensis

Micro Frog

Vandijkophotnus
amatolicus

Amatola Toad

REPTILIA (REPTILES)

Bitis albanica Albany Adder Habitat destruction. Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or
device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring

Cryptactites
peringueyi

Saltmarsh

Gecko

Pachydactylus
rangei

Namib Web-
footed Gecko
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Psammobates
geometricus

Geometric
Tortoise

with intent to hunt, catch,

capture or kill any such
specimen;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off, damaging
or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of.

Scelotes inornatus Durban Dwarf
Burrowing

Skink

AVES (BIRDS)

Neophron
percnopterus

Egyptian

Vulture
Hunting, catching, capturing
or killing by any means,

method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,

lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or

injuring with intent to hunt,
catch, capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

Habitat destruction.

Importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the

Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of.

Bugeranus
carunculatus

Wattled Crane

Sarothrura ayresi White-winged
Flufftail

Hirundo

atrocaerulea
Blue Swallow
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

MAMMALIA (MAMMALS)

Bunolagus
monticularis

Riverine rabbit Habitat destruction. Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or
device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile or injuring
with intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such

specimen;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off, damaging
or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,

buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of.

Cryptochloris
wintoni

De Winton's

Golden Mole

MARINE SPECIES

Latimeria
chalumnae

Coelacanth Hunting, or killing by any
means, method or device

whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or

injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing,

Possession of dead specimens
or products thereof.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off, damaging
or destroying;

having in possession or
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

except for scientific,

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means,
method or device.

exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

disturbing or harassing.

Rhincodon typus Whale shark Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,

lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing,
except for scientific,
veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

growing, breeding or in any
other causing it to multiply;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of;

Killing, capturing, feeding,
translocation, possessing or
exercising physical control over
a specimen by an official of the

Department, after
entanglement.

Cutting, chopping off, damaging
or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

disturbing or harassing.
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

feeding;

attract by any means,
method or device.

Pristidae Saw fish Hunting, or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing,
except for scientific,

Possession of dead specimens
or products thereof.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off, damaging
or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

disturbing or harassing.

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means,
method or device.

Dermochelys

coriacea
Leatherback

turtles
Hunting, or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing,
except for scientific,

Killing, capturing, feeding or
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control

over a specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or entanglement;

Feeding for captive breeding,

commercial exhibition and
temporary holding facilities.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off, damaging

or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

Eretmochelys
imbricata

Hawksbill

turtle

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means,
method or device.

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

disturbing or harassing.

Oceanodroma
leucorhoa

Leach's Storm
Petrel

Hunting, or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing,
except for scientific,

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means,
method or device.

Killing, capturing, feeding or
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control
over a specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or entanglement;

Feeding for captive breeding,
commercial exhibition and
temporary holding facilities.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off, damaging
or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

disturbing or harassing;

collecting guano.

FLORA (PLANTS)
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Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

(excluding cycads and medicinal plants)

Acacia
sekhukhuniensis

Adenandra
odoratissima

subsp. tenuis

Adenia natalensis

Adenogramma
rigida

Agathosma
gnidiiflora

Agathosma
gonaquensis

Agathosma
involucrata

Agathosma

orbicularis

Agathosma pallens

Agathosma
propinqua

Alepidea multisecta

Aloe bowiea

Aloe reitzii var.
vernalis

Aloe saundersiae

Aloe simii

Amphithalea
ericifolia subsp.
erecta

Amphithalea
minima

Anisodontea

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or

exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities

involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

dissecta

Arctotheca
forbesiana

Arctotis angustifolia

Argyrolobium
crinitum

Argyrolobium
splendens

Asclepias bicuspis

Aspalathus
amoena

Aspalathus
cliffortiifolia

Aspalathus
compacta

Aspalathus
dasyantha

Aspalathus ferox

Aspalathus

glabrata

Aspalathus
horizontalis

Aspalathus
lenticula

Aspalathus
proboscidea

Aspalathus
rectistyla

Aspalathus

recurvispina

Aspalathus repens

Aspalathus

retroflexa subsp.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

bicolor

Aspalathus
rostripetala

Aspalathus tycroftii

Aspalathus
singulitlora

Aspalathus

subulata

Aspalathus
tulbaghensis

Babiana blanda

Babiana foliosa

Babiana latifolia

Babiana leipoldtii

Babiana pygmaea

Babiana radiata

Babiana regia

Babiana secunda

Babiana stenomera

Babiana

tubaeformis

Barleria argillicola

Barleria greenii

Brachystelma

canum

Brachystelma
gracillimum

Brachystelma
natalense

Brachystelma
occidentale
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Brackenridgea
zanguebarica

Brunsvigia

elandsmontana

Bulbine monophylla

Bulbinella
potbergensis

Cephalophyllum
parviflorum

Ceratocaryum
pulchrum

Ceropegia rudatisii

Ceropegia
tomentosa

Cheiridopsis

peculiaris

The following activities

involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or

exercising physical control,
except for conservation

purposes;

conveying, moving or

The following restricted

activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities

involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growingnor in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Chlorophytum
radula

Chtysocoma
esterhuyseniae

Circandra serrata

Cliffortia

acanthophylla

Cliffortia acockii

Cliffortia apiculata

Cliffortia ferricola

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for

conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,

except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes ;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a

The following restricted

activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,

buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

Conophytum
bachelorum

Conophytum
herreanthus subsp.
herreanthus

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,

including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, bUying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities

involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Corpuscularia The following activities The following restricted The following restricted activities
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Iehmannii

Corycium bifidum

Cotula filifolia

Cotula
myriophylloides

Cotula vulgaris var.
vulgaris

Cullumia floccosa

Cyclopia longifolia

Cyclopia

pubescens

Cyrtanthus
guthrieae

Cyrtanthus
leptosiphon

Cytinus capensis

Diastella buekii

Diastella myrtifolia

Diastella parilis

involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,

except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of.

involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or

exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

Dioscorea
strydomiana

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

except for conservation importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;
, selling or otherwise trading in

buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation

wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Diosma aristata The following activities

involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

The following restricted

activities involving artificially

The following restricted activities

involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

Disa barbata
propagated specimens:

Disa longipetala gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic;

having in possession or

conservation purposes

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic except for
conservation purposes;
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes ;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

Disa lugens var.

nigrescens
The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of seeds and flowers.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes ;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Disa newdigateae

Disa physodes

Disa procera

Disa sabulosa

Drosanthemum
insolitum

Erepsia dubia

Erepsia polypetala

Erepsia promontorii

Erepsia villiersii

Erica abietina
subsp. diabolis

Erica abietina

subsp. perfoliosa

Erica alexandri
subsp. alexandri

Erica bakeri

Erica baueri subsp.
baueri

Erica baueri subsp.
gouriquae

The following activities

involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,

except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading

The following restricted

activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading

in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities

involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Erica berzelioides in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except

multiply.

Erica bolusiae var.
bolusiae

seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.
Erica burchelliana

Erica cabemetea

Erica capillaris var.
capillaris

Erica caterviflora
var. glabrata

Erica chrysocodon

Erica dregei

Erica extrusa

Erica flexistyla

Erica gracilipes

Erica hansfordii

Erica heleogena

Erica hermani

Erica hibbertii

Erica hillburttii

Erica

humansdorpensis

Erica humidicola

Erica interrupta

Erica karwyderi

Erica kraussiana

Erica latitlora

Erica
malmesburiensis

Erica margaritacea
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Erica oblongiflora

Erica onusta

Erica physantha

Erica
piquetbergensis

Erica propendens

Erica pulvinata

Erica remota

Erica rhodopis

Erica ribisaria

Erica sacciflora

Erica sociorum

Erica ustulescens

Erica verticillata

Erica viscaria

subsp. gallorum

Erica

xeranthemifolia

Eriospermum

eriophorum

Euchaetis
longicomis

Euphorbia bayeri

Euphorbia clivicola

Euphorbia

groenewaldii
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Euphorbia obesa

subsp. symmetrica

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or

plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated

specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Euryops mirus

Euryops rosulatus

Euryops virgatus

Euryops zeyheri

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

conservation purposes;

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or

plucking;

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or

plucking;
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Felicia nigrescens picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or

exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

Freylinia visseri

Gasteria disticha
var. langebergensis purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way

propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

Gasteria nitida var.
armstrongii

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

The following restricted

activities involving artificially

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic;

conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way

propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated

specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Geissorhiza

darlingensis

Geissorhiza
eutystigma

Geissorhiza helmei

Geissorhiza
malmesburiensis

Geissorhiza
mathewsii

Geissorhiza
purpurascens

Geissorhiza
subrigida

Gethyllis latifolia

The following activities

involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or

plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic;

having in possession or

exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
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section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers.

Habitat destruction -
Modification, destruction,

alteration of the habitat of the
species.

in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of.

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing, breeding or in any
other way propagating, or
causing it to multiply.

Gibbaeum album The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or

plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way

propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:

Having in possession or

exercising physical control.

Gibbaeum
esterhuyseniae

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,

except for conservation

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or

plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or

plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

Gibbaeum
nebrownii

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation

purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Habitat destruction. Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Gibbaeum

pachypodium

Gladiolus aureus

Gladiolus cruentus

Gladiolus fourcadei

Gladiolus griseus

Gladiolus macneilii

Gladiolus pavonia

Globulariopsis
pumila

Gnaphalium simii

Haworthia
blackburniae var.
graminifolia

Haworthia cooperi
var. venusta

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

The following restricted

activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

Haworthia emelyae
var. comptoniana

Haworthia
floribunda var.

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

conservation purposes;

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

floribunda picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying,
except for conservation

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way

propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.
specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Haworthia
herbacea var.
flaccida

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
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Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities
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section 57(4)
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requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

Haworthia kingiana

Haworthia
magnifica var.
acuminata

Haworthia
magnifica var.

dekenahii

Haworthia
magnifica var.
splendens

Haworthia mirabilis
var. badia

Haworthia mirabilis
var. beukmannii

Haworthia mirabilis
var. mirabilis

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or

plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
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Prohibited in terms of
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section 57(4)
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requiring a permit in terms
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Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Haworthia mirabilis
var. sublineata

Haworthia
parksiana

Haworthia
pubescens var.
pubescens

Haworthia

pygmaea var.
argenteo-maculosa

exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Haworthia
pygmaea var.
pygmaea

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation

The following restricted

activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying,

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

wild specimens:
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CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

Haworthia serrata The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,

except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for

conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,

buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any other way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Habitat destruction. Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Haworthia venosa

subsp. woolleyi

Helichrysum
citricephalum

Helictotrichon
quinquesetum

Hermannia
procumbens subsp.
procumbens

Hesperantha
pallescens

Hesperantha
saldanhae

Hesperantha
spicata subsp.
fistulosa

Hesperantha
sufflava

Hessea mathewsii

Heterorhachis
hystrix

Holothrix culvert

Holothrix
longicomu

Hyobanche fulleri

Hypertelis
trachysperma

lsoetes
stephanseniae

lsoetes wormaldii

Ixia leipoldtii

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation

purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or

plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Ixia rouxii

Ixia versicolor

Ixia viridiflora var.
minor

Kniphofia
crassifolia

Kniphofia
leucocephala

Kniphofia pauciflora

Lachenalia
arbuthnotiae

Lachenalia
convallarioides

Lachenalia
mathewsfi

Lachenalia
moniliformis

Lachenalia

purpureo-caerulea

Lachenalia
viridiflora

Lampranthus

antonii

Lampranthus
coccineus

Lampranthus
rupestris

Lampranthus
schlechteri

Lampranthus
tenuifolius

Lebeckia zeyheri
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Leucadendron
comosum subsp.
homaeophyllum

Leucadendron
cryptocephalum

Leucadendron
elimense subsp.
salteri

Leucadendron
elimense subsp.
vyeboomense

Leucadendron
flexuosum

Leucadendron
globosum

Leucadendron
lanigerum var.
laevigatum

Leucadendron
macowanii

Leucadendron
sericeum

Leucadendron
thymifolium

Leucadendron
tradouwense

Leucadendron
verticillatum

Leucospermum
fulgens

Leucospermum

harpagonatum

Leucospermum
tottum var. glabrum
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Limonium
purpuratum

Lobelia barkerae

Lobelia
zwartkopensis

Lobostemon
belliformis

Lotononis acutiflora

Lotononis bolusii

Lotononis
dichiloides

Lotononis
lamprifolia

Lotononis
magnifica

Lotononis
monophylla

Lotononis
racemiflora

Manulea ramulosa

Marasmodes
oligocephala

Marasmodes

undulata

Metalasia distans

Moraea amissa

Moraea angulata

Moraea aristata

Moraea

atropunctata

Moraea bamardii
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Moraea insolens

Moraea linden

Moraea
longiaristata

Moraea loubseri

Moraea minima

Moraea patens

Moraea radians

Moraea regalis

Moraea simplex

Moraea

worcesterensis

Muiria hortenseae

Muraltia ferox

Muraltia
satureioides var.
salteri

Nemesia elata

Nerine masoniorum

Oberonia disticha

Orbea elegans

Ornithogalum haNi

Ornithogalum
inclusum

Orthopterum
coegana

Oscularia
cremnophila

Otholobium
rubicundum
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Oxalis fragilis

Oxalis involuta

Oxalis levis

Oxalis natans

Oxalis perineson

Oxalis pseudo-hirta

Oxalis uliginosa

Oxalis variifolia

Pachycarpus
rostratus

Pelargonium
caledonicum

Pelargonium

heterophyllum

Pentaschistis
barbafa subsp.

orientalis

Pentaschistis
elegans

Phylica schlechteri

Planea schlechteri

Pleiospilos
simulans

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,

except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation
purposes ;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or
wild specimens:

Growing or in any way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Podalyria
microphylla

Polhillia brevicalyx

Polhillia connata

Polycarena
silenoides

Protea mucronifolia

Protea namaquana

Protea odorata

Protea roupelliae
subsp. hamiltonii

Pseudalthenia

aschersoniana

Psoralea glaucina

The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation
purposes;

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,

buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Ptetygodium
connivens

having in possession or
exercising physical control,

except for conservation

in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

Rafnia angulata
subsp. humilis

purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation

Rafnia crispa wild specimens:

Growing or in any way
propagating, or causing it to

multiply.

Raspalia trigyna
purposes

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except

Restio acockii

Riocreuxia
alexandrina

Riocreuxia woodii

Romulea albiflora
sseeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.
Romulea discifera

Romulea effiptica

Ruschia densiflora

Saphesia flaccida

Satyrium muticum

Satyrium

rhodanthum

Schismus
pleuropogon

Searsia

albomarginata

Secale strictum
subsp. africanum

Selago ferruginea

Selago polycephala

Senecio cadiscus

Senecio

foeniculoides

Senecio hirtifolius
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Serruria aemula

Serruria flava

Serruria florida

Serruria
foeniculacea

Serruria furcellata

Serruria hirsuta

Serruria lacunosa

Serruria pinnata

Serruria scoparia

Sorocephalus
imbricatus

Sparaxis
caryophyllacea

Sparaxis maculosa

Sparaxis roxburghll

Staavia zeyheri

Strumaria leipoldtii

Tanquana hilmarii The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for
conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation
purposes;

exporting from the Republic,

including re-exporting from
the Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise

translocating;
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

except for conservation selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation wild specimens:

Growing or in any way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.
specimens:

Having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Tetraria paludosa The following activities
involving wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens for
conservation purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and flowers.

Thesium litoreum
propagated specimens:

Tritonia flabellifolia
var. thomasiae

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying,
except for conservation

Wahlenbergia
riversdalensis

Watsonia amabilis

Watsonia humilis purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from

the Republic, except for

Watsonia strictiflora

Wiborgiella

bowieana conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
except for conservation

Wiborgiella

fasciculata
purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation

Wurmbea robusta

Xiphotheca
phylicoides
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Xiphotheca

rosmarinifolia

purposes;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
except for conservation

gift, Or in any way acquiring

or disposing of. The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated or

Xysmalobium
winterbergense

wild specimens:

Growing or in any way
propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

purposes;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of, except
seeds or flowers;

Habitat destruction.

FLORA (PLANTS) - CYCADS

Encephalartos
aemulans

Restricted activities already
prohibited in terms of Notice
No. 371, published in Gazette
No. 35344 on 14 May 2012.

Restricted activities proposed
to be prohibited in terms of
Notice No. 382, published for

comment in Gazette No. 35343
on 14 May 2012:

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens of listed
critically endangered and

l ttendangered Encephalartos

species with a stem diameter
of more than 15 cm, except E.
cerinus and E. cupidus if the
stem diameter is more than
7cm:

(i) Selling or buying for a
period of 5 years or until
recovery targets in Biodiversity
Management Plans are
achi eved.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens:

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying seeds

and suckers;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the

Republic, only for conservation
purposes;

import into the Republic, only for
conservation purposes or in
terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating, only for
conservation purposes or in
terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of specimens, only for
conservation purposes or in

terms of a Biodiversity

propagated specimens:
Encephalartos
brevifoliolatus gathering, collecting or

plucking,

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying.

Encephalartos
cerinus

Encephalartos

cupidus

Encephalartos

dolomiticus

Encephalartos
dyerianus

Encephalartos
heenanii

Encephalartos
hirsutus

Encephalartos
inopinus

Encephalartos
laevifolius

Encephalartos
latifrons
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

Encephalartos
middelburgensis

Management Plan;

having in possession or
exercising physical control, only
for conservation purposes or in
terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan.

The following activities involving
artificially propagated specimens:

Encephalartos
msinganus

Encephalartos
nubimontanus

Encephalartos
woodii

Export from the Republic, only
in terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan that
provides for the export of
seedlings (stem diameter
<5cm) and juveniles (stem
diameter <15cm);

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring or
disposing of large plants (stem
diameter >15cm), only in
terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

import into the Republic of
large plants (stem diameter
>15cm), only in terms of a
Biodiversity Management
Plan;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating large
plants (stem diameter >15cm),
only in terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan.

FLORA (PLANTS) - MEDICINAL

Adenium swazicum The following restricted

activities involving wild I wild-

The following restricted activities
involving wild specimens

Killing by any means, method or
Siphonochilus

sourced specimens:
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in terms

of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common
name

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of section 56(1)(a)

aethiopicus selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a

gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

having in possession or
exercising physical control.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of;

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

having in possession or
exercising physical control.

device whatsoever;

gathering, collecting or plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic;

growing, breeding or in any other
way propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted activities
involving artificially propagated
specimens:

killing by any means, method or
device whatsoever;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any other
way propagating, or causing it to

multiply.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

INVERTEBRATA (INVERTEBRATES)

Colophon

cameroni
Cameron's
Cape Stag
Beetle

Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such

specimen;

gathering collecting, or

plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting

Repub

from the

Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any

other way propagating, or
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,

giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in

way acquiring or

disposing of.

Colophon

eastmani
Eastman's

Cape Stag
Beetle

Colophon

haughtoni
Haughton's
Cape Stag

Beetle

Colophon izardi Izard's Cape

Stag Beetle

Colophon neli Nel's Cape
Stag Beetle

Colophon

primosi
Primos's Cape

Stag Beetle

Colophon whitei White's Cape
Stag Beetle

Idiothele mira Blue-footed
Baboon Spider

Oonotus rex Regal Small
Stag Beetle

Opistophthalmus
chaperi

Chaper's
Burrowing

Scorpion

Opistophthalmus
intermedius

Cape
Mountain

Burrowing

Scorpion

Opistophthalmus
latro

Strandveld

Burrowing

Scorpion
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

PISCES (FISHES)

Barbus andrewi Berg-Breede
River

Whitefish

Conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating live specimens

across or outside natural ranges;

Selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of live specimens
outside natural ranges.

The following restricted
activities involving live

specimens:

o Catch and kill, catch and
immediate release;

o Angling, provided
specimen is immediately
killed or released;

All restricted activities
involving dead specimens.

The following restricted
activities involving live
specimens:

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any
other way propagating, or
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of.

Barbus serra Sawfin The following restricted
activities involving live
specimens:

o Catch and kill, catch and
immediate release;

o Angling, provided
specimen is immediately
killed or released;

All restricted activities

involving dead specimens.

The following restricted
activities involving live

specimens:

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the

Republic;

growing, breeding or in any
other way propagating, or
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of;

Labeo seeberi Clanwilliam

sandfish
Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or
device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring
with intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen, except for

All restricted activities involving
dead specimens.

The following restricted
activities involving live
specimens:

o Catch and kill, catch and
release;

o Angling, provided
specimen is immediately
killed or released;

o picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying.

All restricted activities
involving dead specimens.

Importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen for conservation
purposes;

growing, breeding or in any
other causing it to multiply,
for conservation purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over specimens for
educational display or
conservation purposes;

Selling, trading, buying,
receiving, giving, donating

or accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of in natural
range.

Sandelia bainsii Eastern Cape
rocky

Serranochromis
meridianus

Lowveld

largemouth

conservation purposes;

Conveying, moving,
translocating live specimens
outside, or across natural range;

Selling, trading, buying,
receiving, giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or disposing of
live specimens outside natural
range;

Possession, except for
conservation purposes and

educational display;

Habitat destruction.

REPTILIA (REPTILES)

Bitis inornata Plain Mountain

Adder
Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to

multiply;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of.

AVES (BIRDS)

Neotis Iudwigii Ludwig's

Bustard
Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or
device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,

lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring
with intent to hunt, catch,

capture or kill any such
specimen;

Plucking;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the

Republic, including re-
exporting from the

Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

Poice phalus

robustus

Cap e Parrot

Gypaetus
barbatus

Bearded

Vulture

Necrosyrtes Hooded
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

monachus Vulture gathering, collecting;

cutting, damaging or destroying.

growing, breeding or in any
other way propagating, or
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of.

MAMMALIA (MAMMALS)

Damaliscus
lunatus

Tsessebe Cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control

over specimen in extensive
wildlife system or protected
area;

growing, breeding in
extensive wildlife system or

protected area;

selling or otherwise trading

in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

or disposing of;

darting by veterinarian;

translocation from registered
game farm to registered
game farm, provided the
registration certificates of
both game farms include the
species to be translocated;

and translocation is done by
registered wildlife

Hunting, or killing in
extensive wildlife systems,
game farms, open farms,
protected areas and
controlled environments;

importing into the Republic;

translocation from and or to
extensive wildlife systems,
game farms, open farms,
protected areas and / or
controlled environments;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over live specimens in

controlled environment;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over dead specimen;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to
multiply in a controlled
environment.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

translocator;

Hunting or killing on a
registered game farm,
provided the owner of the
registered game farm
complete a register of all
hunts conducted and the
written consent of the owner

of the registered game
farmer is obtained prior to the
hunt; including possession
and conveyance of dead
specimen subsequent to the
hunt;

All restricted activities
involving, derivatives and
finished products.

Diceros bicornis
bicornis

Black

Rhinoceros
The following restricted activities
involving rhinoceros horns:

Sell, buy, give, donate.

Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device

whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with

intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to
multiply;
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Lycaon pictus African Wild

Dog

Ourebia ourebi Oribi

Possession, if specimen is

free-roaming in extensive
wildlife system or protected
area;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to
multiply in extensive wildlife
system or protected area;

darting by veterinarian;

all restricted activities
involving finished products.

Hunting or killing ;

cutting, chopping off,

damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over live specimens in
controlled environment;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over dead specimen;

translocation;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,

giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

MARINE SPECIES

Caretta caretta Loggerhead

turtle
Hunting, or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including

Killing, capturing, feeding or
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control

Chelonia mydas Green turtle

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring
with intent to hunt or kill any
such specimen;

Catching or capturing except
for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

over a specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or entanglement;

Feeding for captive breeding,
commercial exhibition and
temporary holding facilities.

management purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

growing, breeding or in any
other causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise transiocating;

disturbing or harassing;

Phalacrocorax
neglectus

Bank

Cormorant

Spheniscus

demersus
African

penguin

Hunting, or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring
with intent to hunt or kill any
such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except
for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Killing, capturing, feeding or
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control
over a specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or entanglement;

Feeding for captive breeding,
commercial exhibition and
temporary holding facilities.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

growing, breeding or in any
other causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

disturbing or harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

artificial habitats for the
conservation of listed
threatened or protected
marine bird species.

Hippocampus
capensis

Knysna

seahorse
Hunting, or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring

with intent to hunt or kill any
such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except

Possession of dead specimens
or products thereof.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control

over a live specimen;

growing, breeding or in any

other causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

disturbing or harassing

for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management

purposes;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

FLORA (PLANTS) (excluding cycads and medicinal plants)

Acacia

ebufsiniorum
The following activities involving
wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking, except for

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

The following restricted
activities involving wild
specimens for conservation

purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,

propagated specimens:
Aloe peglerae

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

Aloe pillansii conservation purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

Cyclopia plicate

Erica irregularis
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

Euphorbia
knobelii

damaging or destroying, except damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re- exporting fromrt

the Republic;

having in possession or

exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading

in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of.

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the
Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or

exercising physical
control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,

receiving, giving, donating
or accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and
flowers.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

for conservation purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
exporting from theincluding re-expo

Republic, except for

Euphorbia obesa
subsp. obesa

Euphorbia

susannae

conservation purposes;

import into the Republic, except

Haemanthus

canaliculatus

for conservation purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
except for conservation

Haemanthus
graniticus

purposes;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating, except for

Haemanthus
nortieri

Haemanthus
pumilio

ticonservaon purposes;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of, except seeds or

Haworthia
aristata

Haworthia bayeri
flowers.

Haworthia
blackburniae
var. derustensis

propagated or wild
specimens:

Growing or in any way

propagating, or causing it to
multiply.

Haworthia

bruynsii

Haworthia
chloracantha
var. denticulifera

Haworthia
emelyae var.

multifolia

Haworthia
heidelbergensis
var.

heidelbergensis

Haworthia
lockwoodii
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

Haworthia
mirabilis var.

paradoxa

Haworthia
mutica var. nigra

Haworthia
truncata var.

maughanii

Ixia viridiflora
var. viridiflora

Leucadendron
elimense subsp.
elimense

Leucadendron
laxum

Leucospermum
formosum

Leucospermum
grandiflorum

Lithops
dorotheae

Mimetes
capitulatus

Pelargonium

ellaphieae

Protea nubigena

Protea pudens

Sceletium

strictum

FLORA (PLANTS) - CYCADS

Encephalartos Restricted activities already The following restricted The following restricted

arenarius prohibited in terms of Notice No. activities involving artificially activities involving wild
371, published in Gazette No. propagated specimens: specimens:

Encephalartos
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

eugene-maraisii 35344 on 14 May 2012.

Restricted activities proposed to
be prohibited in terms of Notice
No. 382, published for comment in
Gazette No. 35343 on 14 May
2012:

The following restricted activities

involving artificially propagated
specimens of listed critically
endangered and endangered

Encephalartos species with a stem
diameter of more than 15 cm,
except E. cerinus and E. cupidus if
the stem diameter is more than
7cm:

(ii) Selling or buying for a period
of 5 years or until recovery targets
in Biodiversity Management Plans

are achieved.

gathering, collecting or
plucking,

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying.

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying
seeds and suckers;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic, only for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
only for conservation
purposes or in terms of a
Biodiversity Management
Plan;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating,
only for conservation
purposes or in terms of a
Biodiversity Management

Plan;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of specimens,

only for conservation
purposes or in terms of a
Biodiversity Management
Plan;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,
only for conservation
purposes or in terms of a
Biodiversity Management
Plan.

The following activities
involving artificially

Encephalartos
horridus

Encephalartos

lebomboensis

propagated specimens:
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

Export from the
Republic, only in terms

of a Biodiversity
Management Plan that
provides for the export of
seedlings (stem
diameter <5cm) and
juveniles (stem diameter
<15cm);

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as
a gift, or in any way
acquiring or disposing of
large plants (stem
diameter >15cm), only in
terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

import into the Republic
of large plants (stem
diameter >15cm), only in
terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating
large plants (stem
diameter >15cm), only in
terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan.

FLORA (PLANTS) - MEDICINAL PLANTS

Albizia
suluensis

Begonia dregei

Begonia
homonyma

Cassipourea
flanaganii

The following restricted
activities involving wild / wild-
sourced specimens:

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

The following restricted
activities involving wild
specimens

Killing by any means,

method or device
whatsoever;

gathering, collecting or
plucking;
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

ENDANGERED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(b)

Euphorbia
woodii

Haworthia

attenuate var.
attenuate

Haworthia
koelmaniorum
var. mcmurtryi

Mondia whitei

Warburgia

salutaris

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

having in possession or
exercising physical control.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

having in possession or
exercising physical control.

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

growing, breeding or in any
other way propagating, or
causing it to multiply.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

killing by any means,
method or device
whatsoever;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the

Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in any
other way propagating, or
causing it to multiply;
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

INVERTEBRATA (INVERTEBRATES)

Oonotus interioris Inland Small

Stag Beetle
Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device

whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with

intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the

Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in
any other way causing it to

multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of.

PISCES (FISHES)
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

Labeobarbus
capensis

Clanwillliam
yellowfish

The following restricted
activities involving live

specimens:

o Catch and kill, catch and
immediate release;

o Angling, provided
specimen is immediately
killed or released;

All restricted activities
involving dead specimens.

The following restricted
activities involving live
specimens:

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

growing, breeding or in
any other way
propagating, or causing it
to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in

any way acquiring or
disposing of.

REPTILIA (REPTILES)

Bitis armata Southern

Adder
Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

gathering, collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the

Republic;

Bradypodion

melanocephalum

Black-

headed
Dwarf
Chameleon

Bradypodion
thamnobates

Natal

Midlands

Dwarf

Chameleon

Crocodylus
niloticus

Nile

Crocodile

All restricted activities involving
dead specimens, derivatives
and finished products.

Dendroaspis

angusticeps

Eastern

Green
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

Mamba exporting from the
Republic, including re-

exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or

exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in

any other way causing it to
multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating

and releasing;

selling or otherwise trading

in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of.

Dragon

Lizard

AVES (BIRDS)

Terathopius
ecaudatus

Bateleur Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method or

device whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,

lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or injuring
with intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen, except for
conservation purposes;

gathering, collecting;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, damaging or
destroying.

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any

means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen, for conservation
purposes;

plucking;

importing into the

Republic;

exporting from the

Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

Neotis denhami Denham's

Bustard

Anthropoides
paradiseus

Blue Crane

Balearica

regulorum
Grey

Crowned

Crane

Polemaetus

bellicosus
Martial

Eagle

Aquila rapax Tawny Eagle

Bucorvus
leadbeateri

Southern

Ground-

Hornbill

Geronticus calvus Southern

Bald Ibis
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

Gyps coprotheres Cape

Vulture

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in
any other way
propagating, or causing it
to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating
and releasing;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of.

Aegypius
tracheliotos

Lappet-

faced

Vulture

Aegypius
occipitalis

White-

headed

Vulture

MAMMALIA (MAMMALS)

Acinonyx jubatus Cheetah Possession, if specimen is
free-roaming in extensive
wildlife system or protected

area;

growing, breeding or in any

other way causing it to
multiply in extensive wildlife
system or protected area.

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device

whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,

alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with

intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
uprooting, damaging or

destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control

Cercopithecus

mitis labiatus
Samango
Monkey
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

over live specimens in
controlled environment;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over dead specimen;

growing, breeding or in
any other way causing it to
multiply in a controlled
environment;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating
and releasing;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in

any way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Diceros bicornis
minor

Black Rhino The following restricted activities
involving rhinoceros horns:

Sell, buy, give, donate.

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-

exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in
any other way causing it to

multiply;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Equus zebra
hartmannae

Hartmann's

Mountain
Zebra

Equus zebra
zebra

Cape

Mountain
Zebra

Cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over specimen in extensive
wildlife system or protected
area;

growing, breeding in

extensive wildlife system or
protected area;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

translocation from registered
game farm to registered
game farm, provided the

registration certificates of
both game farms include the
species to be translocated;

and translocation is done by
registered wildlife
translocator;

hunting or killing on a

Hunting, or killing in
extensive wildlife systems,
game farms, open farms,
protected areas and
controlled environments;

importing into the Republic;

translocation from and or to
extensive wildlife systems,
game farms, open farm,
protected areas, and
controlled environments;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over live specimens in
controlled environment;

having in possession or
exercising physical control

over dead specimen;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to
multiply in a controlled
environment.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

registered game farm,
provided the owner of the
registered game farm
complete a register of all
hunts conducted and the
written consent of the owner
of the registered game farmer
is obtained prior to the hunt;
including the subsequent

possession and conveyance
of the dead specimen;

all restricted activities
involving derivatives, goods
and finished products;

darting by veterinarian.

Manis temminckii Pangolin Possession, if specimen is
free-roaming in extensive
wildlife system or protected
area;

growing, breeding or in any

other way causing it to
multiply in extensive wildlife

systems or protected areas.

Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method, or device

whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

translocation;

gather or collect;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the

Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over live specimens in '

controlled environment;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

over dead specimen;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to

multiply in a controlled
environment;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,

giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in

any way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Panthera leo Lion Possession, if specimen is
free-roaming in extensive
wildlife system or protected
area;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to
multiply in extensive wildlife
systems or protected areas;

all restricted activities
involving finished products.

Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with

intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any such
specimen;

Conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating
and releasing;

Gather or collect;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over live specimens in
controlled environment;

having in possession or
exercising physical control

over dead specimen;
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to
multiply in controlled

environment;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Philantomba Blue Duiker Possession, if specimen is hunting or killing in
monticola free-roaming in extensive

wildlife system and protected
areas;

growing and breeding in
extensive wildlife system and
protected areas;

all restricted activities
involving finished products;

exporting from the Republic;

extensive wildlife systems,
game farms, open farms,
protected areas and
controlled environments;

translocation from and / or
to extensive wildlife
systems, game farms,
open farms, protected
areas and controlled
environments;

translocation from registered
game farm to registered
game farm, provided the

registration certificates of
both game farms include the
species to be translocated;

and translocation is done by
registered wildlife
translocator;

hunting or killing on a
registered game farm,
provided the owner of the
registered game farm
complete a register of all
hunts conducted and the
written consent of the owner

of the registered game farmer
is obtained prior to the hunt,
including the subsequent

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over live specimens in
controlled environment;

having in possession or
exercising physical control
over dead specimen;

growing, breeding or in any
other way causing it to
multiply in a controlled

environment;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

possession and conveyance
of the dead specimen;

darting by a veterinarian.

accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of.

MARINE SPECIES

Promicrops
lanceolatus

Brindle bass Hunting or killing by any means,
method or device whatsoever,
including searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a missile or

injuring with intent to hunt or kill
any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except for

Possession of dead specimens
or products thereof.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

having in possession or
eexercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in
any other causing it to
multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating
and releasing;

disturbing or harassing.

scientific, veterinary,

rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method or
device.

Cetorhinus
maximus

Basking

shark
Hunting or killing by any means,
method or device whatsoever,
including searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or kill
any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except for

Killing, capturing, feeding,
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control
over a specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or entanglement.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;e

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating
and releasing;

scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

export from the Republic;

breeding;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method or
device.

disturbing or harassing.

Morus capensis Cape

Gannet

Phalacrocorax
capensis

Cape

Cormorant

Sterna dougallii Roseate tern

Diomedea
exulans

Wandering
albatross

Thalassarche
carted

Indian yellow
nose

albatross

Thalassarche

chlysostoma
Grey headed
albatross

Hunting or killing by any means,
method or device whatsoever,
including searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or kill
any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except for
scientific, veterinary,

rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method or
device.

Killing, capturing, feeding,
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control

over a specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or entanglement;

Feeding for captive breeding,
commercial exhibition and
temporary holding facilities.

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management purposes;

gathering or collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in
any other causing it to
multiply;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating
and releasing;

disturbing or harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for the

conservation of listed
threatened or protected
marine bird species.

Lepidochelys
olivacea

Olive Ridley
Turtle

Manta alfredi Reef Manta

Hunting or killing by any means,
method or device whatsoever,
including searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or kill

Killing, capturing, feeding,
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control
over a specimen by an official
of the Department after

Catching or capturing for
scientific, veterinary,

rehabilitation or
management purposes;

gathering or collecting;
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE

Species listed in terms

SPECIES

of Section 56(1)(c)

any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method or
device.

stranding or entanglement;

Feeding for captive breeding,
commercial exhibition and
temporary holding facilities.

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in
any other causing it to
multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating
and releasing;

disturbing or harassing.

FLORA (PLANTS) (excluding cycads and medicinal plants)

Aloe brevifolia
var. brevifolia

Aloe dichotoma

Bonatea

lamprophylla

Brachystelma

incanum

Brunsvigia herrei

Brunsvigia radula

Conophytum
ratum

Cotyledon

tomentosa subsp.
ladismithiensis

Cyrtanthus
carneus

Diaphananthe

millarii

The following activities involving
wild specimens:

Gathering, collecting or plucking,
except for conservation

purposes;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying, except
for conservation purposes;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from the
Republic, except for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic, except
for conservation purposes;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,

except for conservation
purposes;

conveying, moving or otherwise
translocating, except for

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

importing into the Republic;

exporting from the Republic,
including re-exporting from
the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring

The following restricted
activities involving wild

specimens for conservation
purposes:

Gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,

chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the
Republic;

import into the Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical
control;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving, donating
or accepting as a gift, or
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

Disa longicomu

Euphorbia
fasciculata

Euphorbia
pseudoglobosa

Gethyffis

grandiflora

Gethyllis

namaquensis

Haworthia
emelyae var.
emelyae

Haworthia
magnifica var.

atrofusca

Haworthia
marginata

Haworthia
truncata var.

truncata

Leucadendron
discolor

Leucadendron
linifolium

Mimetes hilts

Orothamnus
zeyheri

Paranomus
longicaulis

Pleiospilos bolusii

Strelitzia juncea

Zantedeschia

jucunda

conservation purposes;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of, except seeds or
flowers.

or disposing of. in any way acquiring or
disposing of seeds and
flowers.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated or wild
specimens:

Growing or in any way
propagating, or causing it
to multiply.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

Zantedeschia
pentlandii

FLORA (PLANTS) - CYCADS

Encephalartos

altensteinii
Restricted activities already
prohibited in terms of Notice No.
371, published in Gazette No.
35344 on 14 May 2012.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

The following restricted

activities involving wild
specimens:

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying

seeds and suckers;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic, only for
conservation purposes;

import into the Republic,
only for conservation
purposes or in terms of a
Biodiversity Management
Plan;

conveying, moving only for
conservation purposes or

in terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving,
giving, donating or
accepting as a gift, or in
any way acquiring or
disposing of specimens,
only for conservation
purposes or in terms of a
Biodiversity Management
Plan;

having in possession or
exercising physical control,

only for conservation
purposes or in terms of a
Biodiversity Management

propagated specimens:
Encephalartos
friderici-guilielmi gathering, collecting or

plucking,

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying.

Encephalartos
gheffinckii

Encephalartos
humilis

Encephalartos
lanatus

Encephalartos
ngoyanus

Encephalartos
paucidentatus

Encephalartos
princeps

Encephalartos
senticosus

Encephalartos
trispinosus
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

Plan.

The following activities
involving artificially
propagated specimens:

Export from the
Republic, only in terms
of a Biodiversity
Management Plan that
provides for the export

of seedlings (stem
diameter <5cm) and
juveniles (stem diameter
<15cm);

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,

receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as
a gift, or in any way
acquiring or disposing of
large plants (stem
diameter >15cm), only
in terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

import into the Republic
of large plants (stem
diameter >15cm), only
in terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating
large plants (stem
diameter >15cm), only
in terms of a Biodiversity
Management Plan.

FLORA (PLANTS) - MEDICINAL,PLANTS

Alepidea
amatymbica

The following restricted
activities involving wild / wild-

The following restricted
activities involving wild
specimenssourced specimens:

Alepidea
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted activities

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of requiring a permit in

section 57(2) section 57(4) terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

macowani

Aloe pruinosa

Anemone
bracteata

Bowiea volubilis
subsp. volubilis

Brunsvigia

josephinae

Clivia gardenii

Clivia miniata var.
miniata

Clivia nobilis

Clivia robusta

Crinum moorei

Cryptocatya
myrtifolia

Dioscorea
sylvatica

Drimia cooperi

Euphorbia
franksiae

Gasteria

croucheri

Haworthia

koelmaniorum
var.

koelmaniorum

Haworthia limifolia

Orbea woodii

Prunus africana

Schlechterina
mitostemmatoides

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating;

having in possession or
exercising physical control.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially

propagated specimens:

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,
damaging or destroying;

selling or otherwise trading
in, buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a
gift, or in any way acquiring
or disposing of;

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

having in possession or
exercising physical control.

Killing by any means,
method or device
whatsoever;

gathering, collecting or
plucking;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, uprooting,

damaging or destroying;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

growing, breeding or in
any other way
propagating, or causing it
to multiply.

The following restricted
activities involving artificially
propagated specimens:

killing by any means,
method or device
whatsoever;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession or
exercising physical control;

growing, breeding or in
any other way

propagating, or causing it
to multiply.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted activities
requiring a permit in

terms of section 57(1)

Scientific
name

Common
name

VULNERABLE SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(c)

Stangeria eriopus
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

PISCES (FISHES)

Labeobarbus
kimberleyensis

Vaal-Orange
largemouth
yellowfish

Conveying, moving or

otherwise translocating and
releasing live specimens
across or outside natural
ranges;

Selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of live specimens
outside natural ranges.

The following restricted
activities involving live

specimens:

o Catch and kill, catch
and immediate
release;

o Angling, provided
specimen is
immediately killed or
released;

All restricted activities
involving dead

specimens.

The following restricted
activities involving live

specimens:

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession

or exercising physical
control;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
propagating, or
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting

as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

Oreochromis
mossambicus

Mozambique tilapia The following restricted
activities involving live
specimens:

o Catch and kill, catch
and immediate
release;

o Angling, provided
specimen is
immediately killed or

The following restricted
activities involving live
specimens:

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

released;

All restricted activities
involving dead

specimens.

Republic;

growing, breeding or
in any other way

propagating, or
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or

otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,

receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

REPTILIA (REPTILES)

Bitis gabonica Gaboon Adder hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by

means, method

or device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursu in g, driving,

lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering or

collecting;

cutting, chopping off,

uprooting, damaging
or destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the

Python natalensis Southern African

Python

Bills cornuta Many Horned Adder

Bitis schneideri Namaqua Dwarf
Adder

Bitis xeropaga Desert Mountain
Adder

Bitis caudalis Horned Adder

Bills atropos Berg Adder

Bitis rudiba Red Adder

Lamprophis fiski Fisk's House Snake

Lamprophis gutattus Spotted House
Snake

Boaedon mentalis Large-eyed House
Snake

Lamprophis fuscus Yellow-bellied House
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restridted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

Snake Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

Pachydactylus
species

Phelsuma ocellata Namaqua Day
Gecko

Afroedura africana
namaquensis

Namaqua Flat Gecko

Goggia rupicola Namaqua Pygmy
Gecko

Namazonurus
lawrenci

Lawrence's Girdled
Lizard

Cordylus imkeae Rooiberg Girdled
Lizard

Cordylus

macropholis
Large-scaled Lizard

Homopus signatus
signatus

Namaqua Speckled
Padloper

AVES (BIRDS)

Ardeotis kori Kori Bustard Hunting, catching, capturing or
killing by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a missile
or injuring with intent to hunt,
catch, capture or kill any such
specimen;

gathering, collecting;

picking parts of, or cutting,
chopping off, damaging or
destroying.

plucking;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

Falco faschiinucha Taita Falcon

Poicephalus
fuscicollis

Grey-headed Parrot

Gyps africanus White-backed
Vulture
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

MAMMALIA (MAMMALS)

Species of high conservation value

Canis adustrus Side-striped Jackal darting by veterinarian;

all restricted activities
involving finished
products.

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by
any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering, collecting;

picking parts of, or
cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including

re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control;

growing, breeding or
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

in any other way

causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

Ceratotherium
simum

White Rhinoceros The following activities involving
rhinoceros horns:

Sell, buy, give, donate.

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by
any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with

intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any

such specimen;

gathering, collecting;

picking parts of, or
cutting, chopping off,
damaging or

destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control;

growing, breeding or
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

in any other way
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting

as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Crocuta crocuta Spotted Hyena

Felts nigripes Black-footed Cat

Hyaena brunnea Brown Hyena

Leptailurus serval Serval

Possession of live
specimens, if specimens

are free-roaming in
extensive wildlife
systems and protected
areas;

growing, breeding in
extensive wildlife
systems and protected

areas.

Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by
any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,

capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering, collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or

destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over live
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

specimens in
controlled
environment;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over dead

specimen;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply
in a controlled
environment;

translocation;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Loxodonta africana African Elephant hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by

any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring,

alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering, collecting

or plucking;

picking parts of, or
cutting, chopping off,

uprooting, damaging
or destroying;

importing into the
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical

control;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
propagating, or
causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or
otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,

receiving, giving,
donating or accepting

as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

Neotragus
moschatus

Suni Possession, if specimen

is free-roaming in
extensive wildlife system
and protected areas;

growing and breeding in
extensive wildlife system
and protected areas;

all restricted activities
involving finished
products;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

translocation from

Hunting or killing in

extensive wildlife
systems, game farms,
open farms, protected
areas and controlled
environment;

gathering, collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

importing into the

Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over live
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

registered game farm to
registered game farm,
provided the registration
certificates of both game
farms include the
species to be
translocated; and
translocation is done by
registered wildlife

translocator;

hunting or killing on a
registered game farm,
provided the owner of
the registered game farm
complete a register of all
hunts conducted and the

written consent of the
owner of the registered
game farmer is obtained
prior to the hunt,
including the subsequent

possession and
conveyance of the dead
specimen;.

darting by veterinarian.

specimens in

controlled
environment;

having in possession
or exercising physical

control over dead
specimen;

growing, breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply
in controlled
environment;

translocation from
and / or to extensive
wildlife systems,
game farms, open
farms, protected
areas and controlled
environment;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

Otycteropus afer Aardvark

Otocyon megalotis Bat-eared Fox

Panthera pardus Leopard

possession of live
specimens, if specimens
are free-roaming in
extensive wildlife
systems and protected

areas;

growing, breeding in
extensive wildlife
systems and protected
areas.

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by
any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering, collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over live
specimens in
controlled
environment;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over dead

specimen;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply

in a controlled
environment;

translocation;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or

disposing of;

darting.

Raphicerus Cape Grysbok possession, if specimen Hunting or killing in
melanotis is free-roaming in

extensive wildlife system
and protected areas;

growing and breeding in
extensive wildlife system
and protected areas;

extensive wildlife
systems, game farms,
open farms, protected
areas and controlled
environment;

gathering, collecting;

all restricted activities cutting, chopping off,
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

involving finished
products;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

translocation from
registered game farm to
registered game farm,
provided the registration
certificates of both game
farms include the
species to be
translocated; and
translocation is done by
registered wildlife
translocator;

hunting or killing on a
registered game farm,

provided the owner of
the registered game farm
complete a register of all
hunts conducted and the
written consent of the
owner of the registered
game farmer is obtained
prior to the hunt,

including the subsequent
possession and
conveyance of the dead
specimen;

darting by veterinarian.

damaging or
destroying;

importing into the

Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over live
specimens in
controlled
environment;

having in possession
or exercising physical

control over dead
specimen;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply
in controlled
environment;

translocation from
and / or to extensive
wildlife systems,
game farms, open
farms, protected
areas and controlled
environment;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting

as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

Vulpes chama Cape Fox possession of live
specimens, if specimens

are free-roaming in
extensive wildlife
systems and protected

areas;

growing, breeding in

hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by

any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

extensive wildlife
systems and protected
areas.

missile or injuring with
intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering, collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or

destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over
specimens in a
controlled
environment;

growing, breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply
in a controlled
environment;

translocation;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting
as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of;

darting.

MAMMALIA (MAMMALS)

Species of national importance

Alcelaphus
buselaphus

Red Hartebeest possession, if specimen
is free-roaming in

hunting or killing in

extensive wildlife
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

Alcelaphus
buselaphus
lichtensteinii

Lichtenstein's
Hartebeest

extensive wildlife system
and protected areas;

growing and breeding in

extensive wildlife system
and protected areas;

all restricted activities
involving dead
specimens, derivatives
and finished products;

gathering and collecting;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

exporting from the
Republic, including re-
exporting from the
Republic;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as

i or in ana gift, y way
acquiring or disposing of;

translocation from
registered game farm to
registered game farm,

provided the registration
certificates of both game
farms include the
species to be
translocated; and
translocation is done by
registered wildlife
translocator;

hunting or killing on a
registered game farm,
provided the owner of
the registered game
farm complete a register
of all hunts conducted
and the written consent
of the owner of the

systems, game farms,

open farms, protected
areas and controlled
environment;

importing into the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical
control over live
specimens in

controlled
environment;

growing, breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply
in controlled
environment;

translocation from
and / or to extensive
wildlife systems,

game farms, open
farms, protected

areas and controlled
environment.

Cephalophus
natalensis

Natal Red Duiker

Connochaetes gnou Black Wildebeest

Connochaetes

taurinus

Blue Wildebeest

Damaliscus
pygargus phiNpsi

Blesbok

Damaliscus
pygargus pygargus

Bontebok

Giraffa

camelopardalis
Giraffe

Hippotragus equinus Roan Antelope

Hippotragus niger Sable Antelope

Oreotragus
oreotragus

Klipspringer

Oryx gazella Gemsbok

Pelea capreolus Grey Rhebok

Raphicerus sharpei Sharpe's Grysbok

Redunca arundinum Southern Reedbuck

Syncerus caffer Cape Buffalo

Tragelaphus angasii Nyala

Tragelaphus scriptus Bushbuck
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

registered game farmer
is obtained prior to the
hunt, including the

subsequent possession
and conveyance of the
dead specimen;

darting by veterinarian.

MARINE SPECIES

Family/ order
Cetacea, excluding
delphinidae

Whales / porpoises hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

angling;

catching or capturing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to catch or
capture any such specimen,
except for scientific,

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising

physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commerca lbree i

exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Disturbing or

harassing;

boat-based whale
watching;

having in possession
or exercising physical

control;

conveying, moving or
otherwise
translocating and
releasing;

Catching or capturing
by any means,
method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing,
driving, lying in wait,
luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture
any such specimen,
for scientific,
veterinary,

rehabilitation or

management
purposes.

veterinary, rehabilitation or

management purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or destroying;

gathering or collecting;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of;

growing or breeding or in any
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

other way causing it to
multiply;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Delphinidae Dolphins Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to catch or
capture any such specimen,
except for scientific,

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Killing, capturing,

feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Disturbing or
harassing;

boat-based dolphin
watching;

having in possession
or exercising physical

control;

conveying, moving or

otherwise
translocating and

releasing;

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,

including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent

to catch or capture any
such specimen, for
scientific, veterinary,

rehabilitation or
management purpose;

importing into the
Republic;

export from the
Republic.

Family Sygnathidae Seahorses and
pipefish

Order Gorgonacea Sea fans

Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or

Possession of dead

specimens or products
thereof.

Catching or capturing

by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

angling, catching or capturing,
except for scientific,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent

to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing.

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Haematopodidae Oyster catcher Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

catching or capturing, except

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any

such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing;

Pelicanidae Pelican

for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for
the conservation of
listed threatened or
protected marine bird
species.

Order Pennatulacea Sea pens Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

catching or capturing, except

Possession of dead
specimens or products
thereof.

Catching or capturing
by any means, method

or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,

rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,

damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way
.causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing.

Order Scleractinia Hard corals

Echinodiscus Sand dollars

Anchichoerops
natalensis

Natal Wrasse

for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Aonyx capensis Cape clawless otter Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent

to catch or capture any
such specimen forfor scientific, veterinary,
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d) .

rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,

disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.

exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

athering or collecting

growing or breeding or

in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing.

Aptenodytes

patagonicus
King penguin Hunting or killing by any

means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising

physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Catching or capturing

by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or

artificial habitats for

for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

the conservation of
listed threatened or
protected marine bird

species.

Arctocephalus
gazelle

Antarctic fur seal

Arctocephalus
pusillus pusillus

Cape fur seal

Arctocephalus
tropicalis

Sub-Antarctic fur
seal

Importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,

buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,

possess, exercising
physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Hunting or killing by
any means, method or

device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to hunt or kill any such
specimen;

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management

purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing.

Carcharadon
carcaharias

White shark Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including

Killing, capturing, feeding,
translocation, possess,
exercising physical control

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or

injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Angling, catching or capturing,
except for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

Importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

growing or breeding or in any
other way causing it to multiply;

feeding.

over a specimen by an
official of the Department
after stranding or
entanglement.

including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or

destroying;

gathering or collecting

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or

harassing;

white shark-cage
diving.

Chionis minor
marionensis

Lesser Sheathbill

Chroicocephalus
cirrocephalus

Greyheaded gull

Chroicocephalus

hartlaubii
Hartlaub's gull

Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except
for scientific, veterinary,

rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a

specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Catching or capturing

by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management

purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for
the conservation of
listed threatened or

protected marine bird
species.

Epinephelus tukula Potato bass Hunting or killing by any

means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Angling, catching or capturing,
except for scientific,

Possession of dead
specimens or products
thereof.

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or

harassing.

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Eudyptes
chrysocome

chrysocome

Rockhopper penguin Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,

Killing, capturing,

feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,

Eudyptes Macaroni penguin
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

chrysolophus

Fregetta tropica Black bellied storm
petrel

Garrodia nereis Grey backed storm
petrel

Halobaena caerulea Blue petrel

Hydroprogne caspia Caspian tern

lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except
for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.

specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for

the conservation of
listed threatened or
protected marine bird

species.

Hydrurga leptonyx Leopard seal

Leptonychotes
weddellii

Weddell seal

Importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,

buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Hunting or killing by
any means, method or
device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to hunt or kill any such
specimen;

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent

to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management

purposes;

cutting, chopping off,

damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or

harassing.

Larus dominicanus Kelp gull Hunting or killing by any

means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except

Killing, capturing,

feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a
specimen by an official

of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Catching or capturing
by any means, method

or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,

buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or

disposing of;

feeding;
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.

disturbing or
harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for
the conservation of
listed threatened or
protected marine bird
species.

Lobodon

carcinophaga

Crabeater seal Importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a

specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or

entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Hunting or killing by
any means, method or
device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to hunt or kill any such
specimen;

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management

purposes;

cutting, chopping off,

damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

disturbing or
harassing.

Lugensa brevirostris Kergeulen petrel

Macronectes
giganteus

Southern giant petrel

Macronectes halli Northern giant petrel

Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except
for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising

physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Catching or capturing

by any means, method
or device whatsoever,

including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent

to catch or capture any
such specimen for

scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or

artificial habitats for
the conservation of
listed threatened or
protected marine bird

species.

Manta Birostris Giant Manta Ray Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Possession of dead

specimens or products
thereof.

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

Angling, catching or capturing,
except for scientific,

to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or

harassing.

veterinary, rehabilitation or
management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Microcarbo
coronatus

Crowned cormorant Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising

physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Catching or capturing

by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or

harassing;

collecting guano;

for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for
the conservation of
listed threatened or
protected marine bird
species.

Mirounga leonine Southern Elephant
seal

Ommatophoca rossii Ross seal

Importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,

possess, exercising
physical control over a
specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Hunting or killing by
any means, method or

device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to hunt or kill any such

specimen;

Catching or capturing
by any means, method

or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any

such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way

causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing.

Pachyptila salvini Salvin's prion Hunting or killing by any Killing, capturing, Catching or capturing
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

Pachyptila turtur Fairy prion means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,

lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except

feeding, translocation,
possess, exercising
physical control over a

specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or
entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying

in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile
or injuring with intent

catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for
the conservation of
listed threatened or
protected marine bird

species.

Pelecanoides
georgicus

South gorgean diving
petrel

Pelecanoides
urinatrix

Common diving
petrel

Phalacrocorax
lucidus

White breasted
cormorant for scientific, veterinary,

rehabilitation or management

purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any

means, method or device.

Phalacrocorax
(atriceps)

melanogenis

Crozet shag

Phalaropidae Phalarope

Phoebetria fusca Dark mantled

albatross

Phoebetria

palpebrata
Light mantled

albatross

Phoenicopteridae Flamingo

Polysteganus
undulosus

Seventy Four Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or

injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Angling, catching or capturing,
except for scientific,

Possession of dead

specimens or products

thereof.

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,

including searching,
pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile

or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or

veterinary, rehabilitation or
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of Exempted in terms of activities requiring

section 57(2) section 57(4) a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

management purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

attract by any means, method
or device.

management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,

damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting;

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing.

Procellaria
aequinoctialis

White-chinned petrel

Procellaria cinerea Grey petrel

Pterodroma
macroptera

Great winged petrel

Pterodroma mollis Soft plumaged petrel

Pygoscelis papua Gentoo penguin

Stercorarius
antarcticus

Antarctic skua

Sterna balaenarum Damara tern

Sterna dougallii Swift tern

Sterna virgata Kerguelen Tern

Sterna vittata Antarctic tern

Threskiornis
aethiopicus

Sacred Ibis

Hunting or killing by any
means, method or device
whatsoever, including
searching, pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring, alluring,
discharging a missile or
injuring with intent to hunt or
kill any such specimen;

Catching or capturing, except
for scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or management
purposes;

importing into the Republic;

export from the Republic;

selling or otherwise trading in,
buying, receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as a gift,
or in any way acquiring or
disposing of;

feeding;

baiting or attracting by any
means, method or device.

Killing, capturing,
feeding, translocation,

possess, exercising
physical control over a

specimen by an official
of the Department after
stranding or

entanglement;

Feeding for captive
breeding, commercial
exhibition and temporary
holding facilities.

Catching or capturing
by any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursuing, driving, lying
in wait, luring, alluring,

discharging a missile
or injuring with intent
to catch or capture any
such specimen for
scientific, veterinary,
rehabilitation or
management
purposes;

cutting, chopping off,
damaging or
destroying;

gathering or collecting

growing or breeding or
in any other way
causing it to multiply;

disturbing or
harassing;

collecting guano;

erecting platforms or
artificial habitats for
the conservation of
listed threatened or
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

protected marine bird

species.

FLORA (PLANTS) (excluding cycads and medicinal plants)

Aloe ferox The following restricted
activities involving
artificially propagated

The following restricted
activities involving wild
specimens:

Hunting, catching,
capturing or killing by
any means, method
or device whatsoever,
including searching,

pursuing, driving,
lying in wait, luring,
alluring, discharging a
missile or injuring with

intent to hunt, catch,
capture or kill any
such specimen;

gathering, collecting
or plucking;

picking parts of, or
cutting, chopping off,
uprooting, damaging

or destroying;

importing into the
Republic;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical

control;

growing, breeding or

in any other way
propagating, or

causing it to multiply;

conveying, moving or

otherwise

Aloe krapohliana

Aloe longistyla (propagated in controlled
environment):

Gathering, collecting,
plucking, uprooting,
destroying;

pick, chop off, damage;

export, sell, buy,
donate, receive as
donation;

import or move, convey,
transport;

possess, exercise
physical control;

possession, exercising
physical control.

Aloe thraskii

Cyclopia genistoides

Cyclopia intermedia

Cyclopia maculata

Cyclopia subternata

Cr tanthus herrei

Disa uniflora

Euphorbia
meloformis subsp.

meloformis

Euphorbia
meloformis subsp.
valida

Euphorbia

perangusta

Haworthia
wittebergensis

Leucospermum
truncatulum

Pachypodium
bispinosum

Pachypodium

succulent=

Sceletium tortuosum
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

translocating;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,

receiving, giving,
donating or accepting

as a gift, or in any
way acquiring or
disposing of.

FLORA (PLANTS) - CYCADS

Encephalartos caller Restricted activities already
prohibited in terms of Notice No.
371, published in Gazette No.

35344 on 14 May 2012.

The following restricted
activities involving
artificially propagated

The following restricted
activities involving wild
specimens:

Gather, collect,
pluck, uproot,
destroy;

Pick part of, cut,
chop off, damage
seeds and suckers;

Export, sell, trade
in, buy for
research purposes;

Receive, give,

donate, accept,
acquire, dispose of
in terms of a

Biodiversity
Management Plan
or for research

purposes;

Import, convey,

move, translocate
in terms of a
Biodiversity
Management Plan
or for research
purposes;

Possess, exercise
physical control in
terms of a

Biodiversity

Encephalartos
cycadifolius

specimens:

Gather, collect, pluck,

uproot, destroy;

Pick parts of, cut,

chop off, damage;

Import, convey, move,

translocate seedlings
(stem diameter <5cm);

Possession of
seedlings (stem

diameter <5cm) and
juveniles (stem

diameter <15 cm)[7cm
for dwarf species].

Encephalartos ferox

Encephalartos
lehmannii

Encephalartos

longifolius

Encephalartos
natalensis

Encephalartos
transvenosus
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Species listed in terms of Restricted activities Restricted activities Restricted

section 56(1) Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

Management Plan
or for research
purposes;

Growing, breeding
or in any other way
propagating, or
causing it to
multiply.

The following restricted
activities involving
artificially propagated
specimens:

Export of seedlings

(stem diameter
<5cm) and
juveniles (stem
diameter <15
cm)[7cm for dwarf
species];

growing, breeding

or in any other way
propagating, or
causing it to
multiply.

FLORA (PLANTS) - MEDICINAL PLANTS

Anemone fanninii

Drimia delagoensis

Drimia sanguinea

Erythrophleum
lasianthum

Euphorbia

bupleurifolia

Gasteria batesiana

var. batesiana

Haemanthus
deformis

The following restricted
activities involving wild /
wild-sourced specimens:

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,

receiving, giving,
donating or accepting as
a gift, or in any way
acquiring or disposing of;

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

having in possession or

The following restricted
activities involving wild
specimens

Killing by any means,
method or device
whatsoever;

gathering, collecting
or plucking;

picking parts of, or
cutting, chopping off,
uprooting, damaging

or destroying;

exporting from the
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Species listed in terms of

section 56(1)

Restricted activities

Prohibited in terms of
section 57(2)

Restricted activities

Exempted in terms of
section 57(4)

Restricted
activities requiring
a permit in terms
of section 57(1)

Scientific name Common name

PROTECTED SPECIES

Species listed in terms of Section 56(1)(d)

Harpagophytum
procumbens subsp.
procumbens

exercising physical
control.

The following restricted
activities involving
artificially propagated

Republic, including

re-exporting from the
Republic;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
propagating, or
causing it to multiply.

The following restricted
activities involving
artificially propagated

Pelargonium
reniforme subsp.
reniforme

specimens:

gathering, collecting or

plucking;

picking parts of, or
cutting, chopping off,
uprooting, damaging or
destroying;

selling or otherwise
trading in, buying,
receiving, giving,

donating or accepting as
a gift, or in any way
acquiring or disposing of;

import into the Republic;

conveying, moving or
otherwise translocating;

having in possession or
exercising physical
control.

Pelargonium
sidoides

Synaptolepis
oliveriana

specimens:

killing by any means,

method or device
whatsoever;

exporting from the
Republic, including
re-exporting from the
Republic;

having in possession
or exercising physical

control;

growing, breeding or
in any other way
propagating, or
causing it to multiply.

Vanilla roscheri
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